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Date: 19 March 2022 at 08:14
To:

Dear ,
 
Did Nanaia Mahuta bungle transparency? Or lie about what Crown Law told
her? Do we need to worry about what they told her? What did they tell her? Or
is a Cabinet Paper cover-up just 'business as usual'? 
 
Something strange happened in December after we filed our High Court application
for judicial review. Crown Law asked us to redact information that was previously in
the public arena. 

I have put the full story at the end of this email - for those of us who like to dig in to
the detail. But for those who want the facts, here they are:

1. At the heart of our case is what the Minister told her Cabinet colleagues about
their obligations to Maori. This we believe, is the centre of her claim that there
had to be co-governance.

2. This advice is in the Cabinet papers that were all proactively released online
last year, which we referenced in our Statement of Claim.

3. That advice would have looked absurd and self-serving. If it was just her
assertion, with no connection to supply clean water. So her papers claimed that
Crown law advice supported her.

4. Once we filed, Crown Law asked us to remove our references to their advice in
the papers.

5. We refused. 
6. The papers were taken down from the government website and reloaded with

 the legal advice paragraphs redacted.
7. Crown Law advice is usually privileged - only the Government gets to see it. But

you can waive privilege if you release some of it publicly.
8. The Minister did waive privilege by using the prestige of Crown Law to give her

claims credibility.

So we have now filed an application asking the Court to direct Crown Law to
give us all of the advice. We think if the Government is going to give Maori effective
control of the water assets, claiming “the lawyers say Treaty”, the public (and the
Court) have the right to know why, exactly.

mailto:Groupstephen.franks@waterusers.org.nz


Applications like this are costly. This one may tread new ground, and our QCs have
been backwards and forwards over the precedents to be satisfied this one is
warranted.  We would really appreciate your support to keep fighting for transparency
and accountability in the 3 Water proposals.
 
 

Donate here

Thanks for your support,

Stephen Franks

 

Now for all of us that enjoy digging in to the detail - 
 
Our court application included copies of Minister Mahuta’s relevant Cabinet Papers. She proactively
released them  online six months earlier. But in December, Crown Law wrote to us asking us to redact
parts of the Cabinet Paper that they now wanted hidden from the public.

Of course we refused the Crown law demand.
 
The whole case is on the Minister’s claims about the law. Her papers put up Treaty-based interests of
Maori as the reason for a bizarre anti-democratic corporate structure, plus foundational recognition of
superstitions in law, to drive water infrastructure spending and investment decisions.
 
The effect of the Treaty as a constitutional provision
We have been told that the Treaty is part of our constitution. Constitutional provisions are fundamental.
They become the rules of the game, with a sacred status, beyond the reach of normal democratic
challenge and debate. You can argue about interpretation, but no law should be made that is inconsistent
with a constitution.
 
So whether the Minister’s assertions about the Treaty are true or false is the heart of the case. Was she
wrong to claim the Treaty obliges people to accept “co-governance” -  a euphemism for race
qualifications to power, ending local democratic control of ratepayer funded water infrastructure? Does
the Treaty entitle her political power-base to what she called “iwi/Maori interests” in that infrastructure?
 
If she is merely applying law with constitutional status, it would usually be inappropriate to question or
challenge her proposals. If she is right and the Treaty obliges us to vest power in people immune from
voter dismissal,  then complaints may be irrelevant. If the Treaty rules, and it says what she says Crown
Law have told her, worries about expropriating rate-payer funded infrastructure to become a source of
patronage for a tribal elite, are just too bad.

Treaty/constitutional status would make it unacceptable even to voice fears that Government proposals
may be illegal or anti-democratic. As local Councillors have told us, once something is said to be Treaty-
required, it becomes racist even to question it, especially where user fees are involved.
 
So whether the Minister’s assertions about the Treaty are true or false is the vital question. She cannot
dodge the issue by simply claiming the Treaty requires co-governance. Crown law was mentioned as her
justification.  Yet Crown Law was demanding that we take references to key evidence like Crown legal
advice out of our application.
 
Crown Law’s constitutional status
Crown Law reports to the Attorney General, who is a government Minister, but also has a separate and
superior duty as the First Law Officer of the nation. The Attorney General is sometimes referred to as the
‘legal conscience’ of the Cabinet – bound to ensure that Cabinet respects the Rule of Law. Crown Law is
managed by  the Solicitor General, the Second Law officer of the nation.  The Solicitor General and her
office also have special duties to uphold the law. Unlike ordinary lawyers, they cannot run a case ‘no
holds barred’ to ensure their client wins. They are constitutionally responsible for the quality of legal
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holds barred’ to ensure their client wins. They are constitutionally responsible for the quality of legal
advice on which Ministers act.
 
So if Crown Law do hold the views attributed to them by the Minister, the people of New Zealand should
know that. The Court hearing our case should know exactly what Crown Law are advising. Because it
should be the same advice to all their government clients. All New Zealanders depend on a Crown Law
responsibility to help ensure that our executive government acts according to law and does not become
“a law unto itself”.
 
The Court in our case needs to know how Crown Law sees Treaty obligations so that it can correct
misinterpretations.
 
The Minister then hides her reasoning from the public 
Our refusal to withdraw that key information from the Court claim is not the end of the story.
 
The claim that she had  Crown Law advice to support her scheme has now been redacted from the
Cabinet Papers, so you won’t find it in the papers online.
 
Crown Law told us this advice was originally included in the released Cabinet Papers by mistake. And the
redacted paper now says –

 

The reason for the redaction is this -

Why was the Crown Law opinion info in the published papers?
The Minister put it in her advice and authorised its release. We think that was because without claiming
Crown Law back-up, the Minister’s claims about Treaty interests would have been dismissed as self-
serving and preposterous. At the least, they would have been open to challenge in normal democratic
debate.  But she would know that with Crown Law apparently standing behind her claims, the
recommendations would likely silence critics who fear being accused of racism. She invoked the
reputation of Crown Law for expertise and relative impartiality to squelch potential questions. She would
know she needed ‘authority’ behind her to be believed.
 
By the time we filed our claim she’d achieved most of her objectives with those claims in the Cabinet
Papers. She has approval to proceed with her scheme, and she has seen success in gagging debate in
scores of local authorities across New Zealand.
 
The Water Users’ Group (NZ) had to take that into account when deciding whether to file our
Court application. We decided in the end that it was just too important. We could not allow ourselves to
be cowed into letting it pass. Someone has to stand up and test it. .
 



 
Is the Crown Law opinion privileged (can be kept confidential despite disclosure obligations)?
It is usual practice for the Crown to withhold its legal advice. Crown Law adopts the position that it should
resist disclosure as a matter of principle, lest it become routine for them to be obliged to disclose the
government’s legal hand. We understand that position.
 
But in this case, their advice was deliberately used as a way to confer apparent authority on what would
otherwise have been implausible claims. Whether or not Crown Law’s views were misrepresented,
deliberately or unintentionally, all New Zealanders have a vital constitutional interest in knowing what
Crown Law actually think the current legal position is. Does Crown Law think that Treaty rights have
morphed from being about specific iwi and hapu customary rights to become a general pan-Maori (race)
privilege that applies to ratepayer property?  Does the Treaty stipulate for “partnership” political structures
to supplant democracy that treats all as equal under the law?
 
The rules on privilege provide that it is waived (no longer applies) to information a party has released.
And usually, when a party refers to legal advice in circumstances where they intend that to give them
clout, they risk being obliged to disclose the advice. We cannot think of a case more appropriate for those
principles to apply. We asked Crown Law for their opinion.

The Crown haven’t given it to us, so we filed an application last week to ask the court to order them to
hand it over.

Now if you've gotten this far AND are as outraged as we are that the Government is trying to remove this
information from public view, please donate so we can keep fighting for this.
 
 

 

You are receiving this because you signed up as a supporter of the Water Users' Group.
If this is no longer the case, you can .
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